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for  other  things  besides  the  obvious  one  of
formation.     For   example,   Squire   Brown,   on
he sent his son Tom to Rugby, reflected thus:
him to mind his work,  and say he's  sent to
ke himself a good scholar?  Well, but he isn't sent
that—at any rate, not for that mainly. ...   If he'll
, a brave, helpful, truth-telling Englishman, and a
id a Christian, that's all I want.'*   Squire Brown
,he comfortable classes in a bygone England, and
comfortable classes of the present time can afford
ling quite so cavalierly.   Yet for him his answer
on, "What do I send Tom to school for?" was
sufficient.   He had a practical philosophy of life,
losophy  of life  found expression  in  his  broad
n about the aims of a school education.
y through the history of civilized man, the quest of
isive definition of the real aim of education has
ing, and not less puzzling than alluring.   Many
re of the off-hand sort, like that of Squire Brown.
** says one, "is what remains after you have for-
thing you learnt at school.**   "The aim of educa-
mother, "is to lift the mind out of blind alleys."1
** says a third, " is the transmission of life by the
living/*2  "The aim of education," says another,
? children fit to live, and fit to live with.**   Such
ls these, which might be multiplied indefinitely, are
tther  than  definitions,  and do  not take us far.
nsight light up a bit of the road momentarily, but
s groping towards our goal.   And we have many
asellors. A large book might be filled with attempted
of education,  and  some  large books have been
irely to the problem of defining education.8  Many
ells, The Undying Fire.	2 Edward Thring.
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